
U T I L I T Y  P U M P  /  F O U N T A I N H E A D  K I T S

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1) This pump can be used fully submerged in water or used in-line 
on dry land. Always place the pump between 6” and 39” below the 
water surface on a stable surface, free of bottom sludge, sand and 
other debris that will prematurely clog the prefilter.  
2) When used submerged, place in area with good water circulation.
3) Never let the pump run dry.
4) Use fountain extension pipes to position fountain head above 
water surface. The flow control on the diverter can be used to 
increase or decrease flow hence the size of the fountain. The shape 
and diameter of the water bell can be further adjusted by moving 
the center section up or down in the fountain head. 
5) If your model pump includes a sponge prefilter, periodically 
remove it and wash thoroughly in fresh water. A blocked foam 
cartridge will reduce pump flow rate.
6) Ensure that the pump unit is cleaned regularly; the water flow 
from the output of the pump usually slows down when the impeller 
needs cleaning.
7) If the impeller needs cleaning, it is situated inside in the pump 
housing and can be accessed by holding the pump body and 
rotating the impeller cover and pulling away from the main body.  
Please refer to the section on Impeller Disassembly.
8) When disassembling the impeller, please ensure that you do not 
lose the small plastic washers positioned at the top and bottom of 
the impeller if included with your model. These washers ensure 
quiet and efficient operation of the pump.
9) Clean the impeller and the housing in fresh water with cotton 
swabs to remove all accumulated debris and reassemble.
10) If impeller is badly worn, replace it.
11) This pump does not require lubrication.
12) Never lift the pump by the power cable.
13) The electric supply cord to the pump must be connected to a 
ground fault circuit interrupter.
14) This pump should never be used in a swimming pool, 
swimming pond or other situations where persons can make bodily 
contact with the water. Always disconnect the power before 
cleaning the pump or carrying out pump or pond maintenance.
15) Do not allow the pump to freeze up in the winter. Remove the 
pump from the pond, rinse it with fresh water and store it dry in a 
frost free place .

Models HWGK160, HWGK225, HWGK400, HWGK460, 
HWGK590, HWGK1000, HWGK1630, Models HWG175, 
HWG300, HWG400, HWG600, HWG1000, HWG1350, HWG1650 
and HWG2175

Avoid losing small parts; place pump over a clean area when disassembling. 
Disassembly:  Remove prefilter section to expose impeller cover. Rotate impeller cover one quarter turn counter-
clockwise and pull straight away from the pump. Carefully pull impeller straight out from motor chamber paying 
careful attention not to lose any small washers or end caps. 

Reassembly: CAUTION some magnets are very powerful and may snap impeller into chamber very quickly. 

Insert shaft into rubber end cap at bottom of motor chamber first, then add bottom washer (Not included in all 
pumps) and slide impeller onto shaft. 

Next replace top washer, if included, and cap off with rubber end cap and impeller cover. Note that top end cap 
may still be attached to impeller cover. Align, press and  then rotate Impeller cover clockwise to lock.
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